
CARBONDALE ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD 
REGULAR MEETING 
September 20, 2021 
Town Hall, Room 1 

IN-PERSON/VIRTUAL MEETING 
5:00 P.M. 

 
ATTENTION: The Carbondale Environmental Board Meeting will be conducted in person and 
virtually via Zoom.  If you wish to attend the meeting virtually and you have a comment 
concerning one or more of the Agenda items please email kmcdonald@carbondaleco.net by 3:00 
pm on September 20, 2021.   
 
If you would like to comment virtually during Persons Present Not on the Agenda please email 
kmcdonald@carbondaleco.net  with your full name and email address by 3:00 pm on September 
20, 2021. 
 
You may also watch a live streaming of the meeting on You Tube. Search Town of Carbondale 
Environmental Board Meeting September 20, 2021. Please be aware that you will experience a 15-
30 second delay. 
 
You are invited to a Zoom webinar. 
When: Sep 20, 2021 05:00 PM Mountain Time (US and Canada) 
Topic: Town of Carbondale EBoard Meeting, September 20, 2021 
 
Please click the link below to join the webinar: 
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/82806842179?pwd=K1o2bW1GdEN5KzFCODZmWSt0WDM5QT09 
Passcode: 096140 
Or One tap mobile :  
US: +16699006833,,82806842179#,,,,*096140# or +12532158782,,82806842179#,,,,*096140#  
Or Telephone: 
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location):  
US: +1 669 900 6833 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 346 248 7799 or +1 929 436 2866 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 
312 626 6799  
Webinar ID: 828 0684 2179 
Passcode: 096140 
International numbers available: https://us06web.zoom.us/u/kccyZgJ4bH 
 

TIME*  ITEM DESIRED OUTCOME 
5:00 1. Roll Call 

 
 
 

5:01 2. Consent Agenda: 
Approval of August 23, 2021, Minutes 

 
ATTACHMENT A 
REVIEW & VOTE 

 

5:05 3. 
 

Persons Present Not on the Agenda  
 

 

5:10 4. Energy supply/renewable energy action 
items with CLEER  

ATTACHMENT B 
REVIEW & DISCUSS 

5:35 5. Discuss Sept 23rd event sponsored by 
CLEER to gain input into the Comp Plan  

 

6:00 6. Adjourn 
 

* Please note: times are approximate 
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Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken Priority level based on 
carbon reduction 

Notes provided By EBoard 
members

Adopt an energy and resource 
efficiency target for municipal 
operations

Commit to sustainability targets and regularly assess progress towards 
meeting municipal sustainability actions. Efforts could focus on 
motivating wise energy-use behaviors, as well as establishing 
procurement requirements for new equipment, appliances and office 
supplies.

Other than the EBOR or the CAP, I think the Town has adopted 
a procurement policy. Should check with Jay.  (CLEER did 
analysis for the town on how to get to net zero on town facilities - 
it was our assumption that the Town is committed to net zero 
given the overall Town CAP goal, and public facilities were 
identified as an important early focus area. In progress: This 
analysis is being updated in 2021 and the targets, timeline would 
be good to discuss as part of that ) High 

Build all new municipal buildings to 
achieve net- zero energy use

Adopt policies to ensure that high standards of building efficiency are 
enforced for all new municipal government construction.

In progress: Town is working with CLEER to update commercial 
green building codes which will be applicable to any municipal 
construction projects and will include a solar. Next step will be to 
find solutions for existing buildings. 

High 

plus a battery, ev charging 
ready mandate. Ask Jeff D 
why we cant go with gas 
ban now - does it need to 
be part of the UDC? 

Notes: Jeff  is meeting with Fred Porter to
address his comments. We have also received 
comments from HCE staff and will be running 
these by John Plano to see if the code needs to be 
changed before the Aug 10th BOT meeting when 
the comm code might be adopted. 

Continue to use the Building Energy Navigator to monitor energy 
performance, drive energy projects (both behavioral and operational), 
and verify energy savings. The data- driven approach has resulted in 
dramatic savings.
Currently, energy use is monitored in 11 buildings: Recreation Center, 
Town Hall, Public Works, Third Street Center, John Fleet Pool, 
Wastewater Treatment Plant, Nettle Creek Water Plant, Crystal Well 
Water Plant, Roaring Fork Water Plant, Rodeo Riding Arena Building, 
and the Utilities Administration Building. See data online.

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken Priority level based on 
carbon reduction 

Notes provided By EBoard 
members

Maximize energy efficiency 
improvements, building on gains to date

Continue to dedicate funds to retrofit existing buildings so they perform 
as efficiently as possible.

In progress: CLEER is collecting data and will create a summary
report on town buildings that includes recommendations on near-
term action steps for reducing emissions in these facilities and 
potential funding sources. Each department includes projects in 
annual budget requests, sometimes they include efficiency 
projects; through GCE ongoing data tracking and currrently 
developing a list of priority actions for next steps. Staff has done 
a lot of work building a culture that promotes this and CLEER 
provides assistance to facility staff through GCE. High 

Use energy audits to strategize 
improvement projects

To plan for upgrades, consult the engineering-level energy 
assessments that were performed at nine municipal facilities to identify 
opportunities for energy-saving projects. 

These were last updated in 2011. There might still be some
relevant recommendations but all see below about updating 
capital replacement plan. Might need to have updated 
engineering grade audits completed. Update: In 2019, the Town 
and GCE did look at the possibility of electrification of the major 
Town buildings and put together a grant application to electrify 
Town Hall which was not awarded High 

Look at demand reduction 
before equipment 
replacement.

Upgrade all lighting to LED

The decreased costs of LED bulbs means that they likely represent a 
fast return on investment. As compared with traditional bulbs, LED 
bulbs use significantly less energy and last a lot longer, which results 
in savings on utility bills and maintenance.

Update: The Town Hall has switched out Town Hall and the Rec
Center to LEDs, where possible basic fixtures where standard 
LED bulbs have been switched out, some older generation 
higher efficiently fixtures still are in place at other facilities.  All 
Xcel street lights have been switched to LED’s and most of the 
Town owned street lights have been switched out.

Low 

Develop a capital replacement plan for 
major equipment

This will help ensure that replacements are made with approved, 
energy efficient equipment. In addition, replacing equipment before it 
fails saves in costs. 

In progress: CLEER staff have started an assessment on current 
energy use on town buildings and are working with Jeff 
Dickinson to get this updated in 2021. CLEER staff are working 
on a summary report on financing options for public entities. High 

Look at demand reduction 
software optimization before 
equipment replacement.

Incorporate efficiency measures into the 
ditch water irrigation system

Efficiency measures can reduce the use of treated water for irrigation, 
and therefore the amount of water that is treated at the wastewater 
treatment plant.

The town installed high efficiency pumps at Hendricks park. The
town has not done a formal amendment to our purchasing policy, 
but energy efficiency is a core value of town and is something 
they consider in purchasing.  Upgrading the efficiency of portable 
water for irrigation does not impact the wastewater plant but 
does cut down on energy associated with water production in 
our water treatment plants. The town annually budgets for an 
irrigation system/pump upgrade Medium 

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken Priority level based on 
carbon reduction 

Notes provided By EBoard 
members

Target the biggest users for energy 
monitoring to facilitate reductions in 
energy demand

Based on national patterns, grocery stores and marijuana growers may 
be among the biggest private sector energy users. Energy monitoring 
may offer a large savings opportunity for these large users.

g g y
2009. It was part of CLEER's initial programs with energy 
monitoring. Carbondale's commercial code requires monitoring, 
so all recent commercial buildings have installed monitoring.  
There is much more that could be done in this area - worth an 
entire workshop/discussion. In progress: In 2021, CLEER is 
reaching out to the highest commercial energy users in town to 
get them to install energy monitoring systems and facilitate 
reductions in energy usage. High 

Continue to promote new energy 
efficient technologies using existing 
rebate programs

Continue to introduce new technology that enables more participation 
in energy efficiency, such as “smart” or “wi-fi enabled” thermostats. 
Rebate programs, such as those available from the Energy Smart 
program at CORE and from utility providers, help incentivize these 
technologies.

Both CORE and CLEER have partnered to promote air-source 
heat pumps as a recent example.  Update: Since the beginning 
of 2021 CORE is no longer offering their programs in 
Carbondale. Currently, the only rebate available to Carbondale 
residents are the ones offered by the utilities. CLEER continues 
to assist homes and businesses that are interested in moving 
forward with energy efficiency upgrades. High 

Increase new participation in energy 
efficiency programs

Education, outreach and engagement campaigns will continue to be an 
important tool to spur greater participation in the existing energy 
efficiency programs. An example engagement campaign could include 
“neighborhood blitzes” to target neighborhoods and the development of 
case studies showcasing energy retrofit successes.

ES: There was a neighborhood effort being spearheaded by
Jimmy Byrne. CLEER staff focused on outreach to 2nd street 
town homes as part of net-zero project in 2019. We were going 
to do more in spring 2020 - but altered plans after Covid. 
Update: This kind of work could be perfect for Eboard to help 
with, maybe we can use part of 2021 funds to engage the 
community and increase participation. We had a lot of Solarize 
participants in Carbondale and can reach out to them first to get 
them to move forward with EE upgrades. Medium 

An energy assessment (or “energy audit”) is the best way to learn how 
a home or building uses energy, helps occupants learn how to use 
less energy, and often provides a plan for cost-effective energy 

Note: The Town of Carbondale has provided free assessments for up 
to 20 new homebuyers a year.

Promote existing financing options for 
energy efficiency projects

For homes, the Garfield Clean Energy Residential Revolving Loan 
Fund offers low-cost financing for energy efficiency projects. For 
businesses, Colorado Commercial PACE is available. These programs 
are designed to ensure that the upfront costs of energy efficiency 
projects are not a barrier to implementation. To better increase uptake 
in these programs, Carbondale could provide educational 
presentations to local business organizations, such as the Chamber.

 p og ess  C  sta  s eac g out to ut t es a d t e o
to see if the RESP loan can be offered in Carbondale. ES: 
CLEER worked with the state to take the revolving loan model 
and expand it to a statewide program. We started in 2012 and it 
was finally launched in 2018 as the RENU program (in the 
meantime, we had the GCE revolving loan fund mentioned). 
CLEER has also been promoting Commercial PACE (property 
assessed loans) but this financing method has not been used by 
any businesses yet in Garfield County - due to the high interest High   

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken Priority level based on 
carbon reduction 

Notes provided By EBoard 
members

Implement a sustainability training and 
certification program for businesses

A business training and certification program would share sustainability 
best practices and recognize businesses that exceed the energy 
standards. An example is Walking Mountain Science Center's Actively 
Green program for Eagle County.

p g g g g
with engaged private sector to discuss findings on opportunities 
and barriers to emissions reductions with a view to inspiring 
further action. We have been keeping a close eye on the Hope 
for Homes bill, which could provide funding for trainings and 
certifications. There have been ongoing workshops although not 
a formal training program - CLEER held a workshop on forming 
green teams, sustainabiltiy efforts for businesses - more can be 
done on this effort Medium 

Energy Use in Buildings
Strategy 1: Lead by example. Improve energy efficiency of town buildings
Effectively manage municipal energy use

Continue to measure, monitor, and 
manage energy use

This has continued through the Building Energy Navigator - Rec 
Center and water treatment/waster water staff have been 
especially engaged on monitoring energy at their facilities over 
the years. 

Medium 
Increase energy efficiency and energy performance of municipal operations

Strategy 2: Boost energy efficiency in existing commercial and residential buildings
Continuously improve, expand and accelerate existing building energy programs

p g g gy
Carbondale. Carbondale residents are eligible for a 
complimentary energy audit offered by the utilities but these 
have been done remotely. CLEER staff has had a hard time 
finding buildings analysts who can do a comprehensive energy 
assessment without using the Energy Smart template. The Town 
has not provided those free assessments to new home-buyers in 
a few years - the Town covered the cost for assessments for the 
townhouses mentioned in the previous column. Medium 

Introduce new building energy programs

Increase energy assessment uptake to 
reach more homes and businesses
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Evaluate requiring energy code 
compliance with remodel permits

Many homes and businesses undergo remodel projects, offering an 
opportunity to bring older buildings up to current code standards. The 
2015 IECC has added a section on how to address additions, 
renovations, remodels and repairs for residential and commercial 
buildings. This section specifies thresholds and limits for action on 
existing construction.

This is part of CLEERs scope for 2021 and research and 
recommendations on this issue will be presented in the second 
part of the year High   

Connect Energy Coaching 
professionals with builders and owners 
for remodels

Develop a “matchmaking” service for homeowners and efficiency 
professionals. During the permit process for remodels, the building 
department should refer the builder or owner to a local Energy Coach 
for guidance on available rebates and best practices.

CLEER is working on a flyer for the building department to 
provide to applicants for remodel permits. The flyer could include 
info on financing ,rebates, links to contractor locator page on the 
GCE website, etc. Can also work with PR studios on getting 
relevant info on the Town website. Low 

Adding BPI, HERS Energy 
Coaches to CLEER website 
would be simple and fast 
way to start.

We already have that on the Garfield Clean 
Energy website, that's where we list all 
professionals

A neighborhood approach lays the foundation for future community-
wide action. Select one area, ideally with mixed use and mixed housing 
stock, and engage those owners and renters in strategies (see 
strategies listed below) to create a net-zero district. In addition to 
building efficiency and adding renewables, this carbon neutral district 
would also be targeted for electric vehicle infrastructure and 
conversion  The Fort Collins Net Zero

Energy District, FortZED, could serve as inspiration.

A Home Energy Score, or other energy performance rating, discloses 
energy efficiency information to buyers and brokers. A rating allows 
buyers to compare energy costs and performance between homes, 
understand existing energy efficiency features, and calculate the 
potential of energy improvements.
Portland, Ore., requires Home Energy Scores at residential point of 
sale. See ordinance.

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken Priority level based on 
carbon reduction 

Notes provided By EBoard 
members

Provide education on green leasing to 
help property owners and tenants work 
together to save money and energy

Green leases are rental agreements that allow tenants and landlord to 
work together to save money and energy. Tenants commit to energy 
conservation and other sustainable actions. The Institute for Market 
Transformation is a repository of information on green leases.

CLEER/GCE provided workshops in fall 2019 on this topic. The 
companies that provide these require a fairly large capital project 
list for projects to pencil out (min. $500k in upgrades). Ideal for 
large school districts etc. Medium 

Evaluate a policy to require rental 
housing to meet minimum energy 
standards

A new policy could require a policy to upgrade rental units to meet 
energy efficiency or energy performance standards. An example is the 
SmartRegs program in Boulder.

In progress: CLEER is going to start looking into options for 
reducing carbon in existing buildings and this could be one of the 
focal points. High   

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken Priority level based on 
carbon reduction 

Notes provided By EBoard 
members

Collaborate with youth and schools to 
promote climate friendly energy choices

Incorporate energy conservation and energy efficiency education into 
school curriculum or school energy clubs to raise awareness of energy 
issues. Conservation lessons can extend to how students can practice 
these methods at home and in their community.

In progress: CLEER is in touch with the RFHS green club to look 
at options for fuel switch. There's a lot of potential here. CORE 
and CLEER partnered in bringing a youth climate speaker to the 
high schools a few years ago.  (As of 2019 the High School still 
had a functioning energy club and CLEER was providing 
ongoing advice - so much more could be done on this; Covid 
had impacted this effort durning this school year.) Medium 

For the residential sector, develop programs that create healthy 
competition between neighbors or neighborhoods.

For the commercial sector, consider “Business of the Year” contests 
that showcase businesses making changes to save energy.

Educate energy users about time-of-
use utility rates 

Time-of-use rates can be optimized for utility bills savings. A time-of-
use rate plan can help reduce utility bill costs: the utility offers lower 
rates for use when demand is low and higher rates when demand is 
high. This program is currently available through Holy Cross Energy 
and will become available through Xcel Energy.

This has not been done. Rates have evolved even more since 
plan was written - maybe we could do a "rate" education 
program and also include the different "purchase solar/wind" 
programs available. CLEER could host webinars on this topic, 
great idea for the 2022 scope of services. High   

Ensure all education campaigns and 
materials address entire community. 

Work to better ensure community awareness campaigns target the 
entire community, which includes renters, multi-family residences, non-
English speakers and others.

CLEER has had bi-lingual staff for many years - including two 
energy coaches who went door-to door. All materials that are 
distributed are also provided in Spanish. More can be done on 
this and CLEER staff is strategizing on more robust outreach to 
the Latino community High   

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken Priority level based on 
carbon reduction 

Notes provided By EBoard 
members

Continue to adopt the most recent 
building code standards for energy

Leverage building energy codes to ensure a minimum level of energy 
efficiency in new construction. The town residential codes were adopted in early 2020 and took 

effect July 2020. In progress: CLEER is working with Jeff D and 
the Town to update the commercial code in 2021 High   

Orientation for maximum 
passive solar where 
applicable. Plus solar, ev 
charging and battery storage 
ready.

The EV charging is going to be included in the UDC 
as per Jeff D recommendations. Solar is mandated 
already, and battery storage is not going to be 
mandatory because we need utilities to catch up 
but it can addressed in the next code update cycle 

Develop opportunities to incentivize 
above-code buildings.

In addition to financial incentives, rewards could include discounted or 
delayed permit fees, priority code processing and review, expedited 
plan approvals, priority field inspections, or discounted utility hook-up 
fees. An example is the Zero Energy Home grant offered by CORE.

CORE is no longer offering the Zero Home energy grant in 
Carbondale. The other types of incentives have been considered 
for the updated commercial green code. Medium 

Should be high priority to 
support energy efficiency 
certification.

What is the reason for making certification the 
highest priority? Its the enacted measures that 
reduce emissions not the certification.

Increase the number of new buildings 
that achieve green building or energy 
efficiency certifications

Encouraged certifications and rating systems include Energy Star 
certification, U.S. Green Building Council's Leadership in 
Environmental and Energy Design (LEED) certification, the 
Department of Energy's Zero Energy Ready certification, and others.

This one is a bit vague. I'm not sure anyone tracks this. Maybe 
the local Green Building group? Note: this is not something 
CLEER is focusing on, should we reach out to other 
organizations? If so, who? Low 

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken Priority level based on 
carbon reduction 

Notes provided By EBoard 
members

Showcase exemplary performance in 
new projects. 

Publicize achievements in new construction to recognize owners and 
builders for their work and inspire others to take similar actions.

The Marble Distillery was featured a lot with their project. In 
progress: We are working with several new construction projects 
and will evaluate if any of these projects are worth highlighting. Medium 

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken Priority level based on 
carbon reduction 

Notes provided By EBoard 
members

Add a continuing education requirement 
for contractors and builders

Evaluate how to leverage existing mechanisms, such as the contractor 
licensing requirement, to add continuing education requirements. 

This has been discussed with the building department and they 
do not have the staff to administer this type of program.  CLEER 
and CORE hosted a series of workshops and CLEER became 
an AIA continuing education host for those. More of this type of 
education could be done and is being planned for by both orgs. Low 

Recognize qualified 
contractors, architects and 
consultants through a listing 
service.

Already in place on the GCE website: 
http://garfieldcleanenergy.org/contractor-
locator/

Establish a regional certification 
program

Recognize and support  builders and contractors who provide a high 
level of energy performance services, based on attendance at 
workshops and webinars.

This is on the State's radar but I don't know if state requirements 
are actually being considered. ES: Personally, I'm not sure this 
would be worth doing - it's a lot of work to manage a certification 
program. Low 

BPI, HERS consultants along 
with architect,

Evaluate options to incentivize 
advanced training and certifications

Support professional development for those in the construction and 
energy workforce through training, education, and certification support.

This has been discussed with the valley building officials and the 
consensus is that incentives would need to come from and be 
managed by a third party. Low 

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken Priority level based on 
carbon reduction 

Notes provided By EBoard 
members

Develop a network to provide technical 
assistance

Facilitate informal sharing of information and best practices among 
practitioners.

In progress: CLEER has been discussing the idea of gathering 
HERS raters to discuss best practices. Seems like Amanda 
Poindexter and the USGBC are doing this partly. Western 
Colorado Clean Energy Network is about to launch and will 
facilitate best practices and info sharing for all topic areas (ie 
RE, EE, EV etc). Medium 

Include BPI - Building 
analysts 

Ensure access to educational 
resources

Bring educational information to the workforce. This may include 
educational posters at construction sites and mobile apps such as 
“Construction Instruction.”

In progress: We have been keeping a close eye on the Hope for 
Homes bill, which could provide funding for trainings and 
certifications in 2022. Medium 

Medium 

Bench marking energy usag 
to square footage is lowest 
costway to provide 
information.

Designate carbon-neutral or net-zero 
districts and target areas of town, one 
neighborhood at a time

An entire report was produced on this topic - Significant work 
has been done to identify the resources to implement the net 
zero district concept in that report, but has not been possible to 
identify the funding to date. There have been actions to take to 
implement components of the report - it might be useful to have 
a follow up discussion on the effort, progress made, and possible 
next steps - the big missing piece is funding. In progress: In 
2021, CLEER is going to provide a brief written report on the 
status of Net Zero Energy District (1 page summary update) High   

Wasn't a net zero district 
added near 3rd st? The 
redevelpment and zoning on 
the north of town should 
have net zero component.

Energy performance disclosure at point 
of sale for homes

I don t think anything like this has been implemented. 
CLEER/GCE worked with state energy office to implement a 
"green MLS" program (I think CORE had the same grant CEO to 
do similar work in Pitkin county). Some realtors were interested 
but hard to keep their attention. In progress: This will be revisited 
in the 2021 report on codes/policy for emissions reductions in 
existing buildings. 

The selected installer went through a competitive 
RFP process selected by an independent review 
committee. We are looking at different ways to 
benefit more than 1 solar installer in the future. A 
consortium of multiple installers might be the way 
to go. 

Promote a qualified workforce and good green jobs

Provide necessary resources on green building and building energy science

Address the tenant-landlord “split incentive” issue for efficiency upgrades on rental units

Strategy 3: Encourage sustainable energy choices through education, market demand and community campaigns
Develop campaigns aimed at “doing your part” to support individual and community-wide engagement

Encourage healthy competition and 
peer pressure to make saving energy a 
social norm and community value

Update: In 2021, CLEER launched the Solarize Garfield County 
campaign, which created huge market demand for solar rooftop 
in town. During the 3-month campaign there was 368.33 kW of 
solar purchase in TOC (plus 218 kW of battery storage and a 
total $1,122,863.00 invested). It would be great to organize a 
bulk purchase program for heat pumps, heat pump water heaters 
and induction ovens. We could partner with the chamber to 
promote the "Business of the Year" campaign. Medium 

Should be open to all local 
solar contactors not just 
one prefered company. 
Competion could bring 
down install cost.

Strategy 4: Build it right from the start: All new buildings should be highly efficient
Ensure all new construction achieves energy standards

Recognize achievement in new construction

Strategy 5: Increase the number of quality builders and contractors to ensure buildings are energy efficient, durable and safe
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Host and/or promote workshops and 
trainings

Conduct outreach to workforce on workshops and trainings. 
Educational topics may cover energy efficiency concepts, code 
requirements, financing opportunities such as PACE, and more.

        
organizing webinar trainings on beneficial electrification focused 
on air source heat pump technology. CLEER and CORE have 
partnered for over decade on loads of workshops and trainings. 
Some of the intial lighting workshops and contractor expos were 
a fantastic way to get contractors more understanding of the 
technologies available. Definitely needs to continue. (However, 
this needs some basic funding to deliver) Low 
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Strategy 1: Lead by example: Expand the amount of renewable energy delivered to town government buildings

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken Notes provided by Eboard members

Continue to seek out renewable energy sources Explore opportunities to expand renewable capacity on government buildings. This could 
include on-site renewable energy and utility-scale solar farms.

A combination of on site solar through PPAs and 
subscriptions to CSGs for both Xcel and HCE metered 
facilities, plus a subscription to HCE's PURE program 
bring the town owned facilitities to 100% renewable energy 
offset. RFSD buildings in Carbondale are also 100% 
renewable energy offset through onsite solar PPA plus 
CSG subscriptions.

Continue to use financing mechanisms to fund more 
renewable energy systems Continue to leverage power purchase agreements at remaining sites. done

Pursue hydro-power, and additional micro-hydro and pico-
hydro opportunities

Continue to explore opportunities for more generation, with emphasis on run-of-river 
hydropower, at Nettle Creek and other viable locations.

Engineering and financial study of nettle creek hydro 
project undertaken in 2020. Project moving forward. Staff 
currently reviewing PPA contract 

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken Notes provided by EBoard members

Pilot a group-buy campaign for solar PV and/or for solar 
thermal

A group-buy program can reduce installation costs. Under these programs, a group of 
buyers can purchase at a negotiated wholesale price. Solar Energy International's 
Solarize North Fork Valley campaign resulted in 22 projects and more than 120 kW of 
solar installed in 2015. An increase in arrays may also build community momentum, 
since solar is contagious.

Update: In 2021, CLEER launched the Solarize Garfield 
County campaign, which created huge market demand for 
solar rooftop in town. During the 3-month campaign there 
was 368.33 kW of solar purchase in TOC (plus 218 kW of 
battery storage and a total $1,122,863.00 invested)

Expand solar programs for low-income households
Expand access for low-income households and affordable housing units to renewable 
energy. GRID Alternatives Colorado works to provide no-cost solar PV to these 
households. One GRID Alternatives system is already installed in Carbondale.

Grid no longer doing individual residential installs - focus is 
on CSG. Xcel CSG program has a low income component. 
CLEER ( thourgh GCE)  working on solutions to 
increasing rooftop solar acces to low income - assessing 
programs used in other communities

Encourage and develop incentives for battery backup Batteries are improving every year. Battery technology can power a house or feed power 
to the grid when requested. Explore the Sonnen battery and other alternatives.

Holy Cross is now incentivizing battery storage as part of a 
pilot residential storage program that providespower back-
up to a home in time of grid outage, and energy support to 
the utility in a way that improves power supply economics 
for HCE members. 

Continue to streamline the process for installation of 
rooftop solar systems

The ease and the affordability of the permit process can play an important role in 
ensuring that solar installations can keep pace with demand. Efforts could include 
sustaining Carbondale's Solar Friendly Community designation.

Carbondale has streamlined permitting process through 
Sol Smart program. CLEER and CORE promoting 
SolSmart to jurisdictions throughout Garfield, Pitkin and 
Eagle counties.

Identify and address barriers to solar thermal installation Convene a roundtable with solar thermal installers to strategize how to overcome barriers, 
such as how to make systems smaller or more simple.

Heating water with renewable energy can be achieved 
through on demand elec hot water heater or heat pump 
technology - electrical energy use offset by Solar PV. More 
cost effective and efficient

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken Notes provided by Eboard members
Develop resources to connect households and 
businesses with information on renewable energy 
systems and financing

Include information on system types, financing, tax credits and incentives. This should 
include Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) as an available financing mechanism.

Information available on Garfield Clean Energy website and 
through energy coaching by CLEER staff

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken Notes provided by EBoard members

Pilot a micro-grid development project
Partner with utilities to identify and pilot a micro-grid project in Carbondale. The project 
should include efficiency, load control, on-site solar and storage, and possibly residential 
and commercial zones.

Holy Cross would be more inclined to work with us on a 
miro grid project but there are no suitable sites in HCE 
territory in Carbondale. Third St center ( Xcel) identified as 
potential site. Looking to add battery storage ( grant 
awarded by CORE but can't be used without matching 
funds). Applying to DOLA Clean Enegy Challenge Grant  - 
ToC lead applicant 8/24/21

Consider the feasibility of district heating systems

District heating systems connect buildings in an area to a shared energy source, such as 
geothermal heating and cooling. Such systems are most cost-effective for new 
development, and a feasibility study could be required for new developments larger than 
a certain threshold.

Feasibility of geothermal system at Third st under 
consideration

Advance concept of zero-energy districts. Explore options and implement the concept of a combined approach for reducing carbon 
among multiple buildings at once.

Zero Energy district identified. Includes Third St 
Center,RFSD Teacher housing, Carbondale library, 2nd st 
housing. See report for progress. Main barrier is cost of 
fuel switch from natural gas to elec. Currently looking for 
low cost funding sources for public entities

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken Notes provided by Eboard members

Advocate for improved utility infrastructure and battery 
storage

Work with utilities to ensure that the grid can meet all of Carbondale's needs. Encourage 
battery storage of local power generation for improved supply of electricity to the local and 
regional grid.

HCE to announce muliple megawatts of solar + storage om 
distribution grid by end of year. Xcel grid much bigger ( for 
balance of supply and demand so locally situated storage 
less important for reliable supply. It is important for 
emergency resilience (can be addressed through microgrid 
project and residential battery programs). Regional Solar + 
Storage study and action plan due to be published 
September 2021 http://wccleanenergy.org/renewable/ 

Advocate for higher renewable energy standards and 
incentives

Support initiatives that seek to strengthen Colorado's Renewable Energy Portfolio 
Standard to increase grid-supplied renewable energy. Advocate for renewable energy 
and energy storage incentives at the state and federal levels.

RPS surpassed by State goal of 100% RE by 2040. 
CLEER works with COSSA to lobby state and PUC 
regarding renewable energy incentive legislation

Advocate for more community solar arrays
Support community solar array proposals within town limits and in the wider region. 
Community solar offers households and businesses a viable way to invest in renewable 
energy in lieu of on-site solar.

Done, and will continue through the regional Solar and 
Storage Master Plan effort. All suitable parcels in Garfield 
County have been mapped. http://wccleanenergy.org/solar-
map/

Support joint efforts on state climate and energy policy Join with other organizations and communities to support overall utility and state policy 
that can support Carbondale's climate goals.

See Regional Solar + Storage project and Action Plan;    
also participation and tracking  of the state Greenhouse 
Gas Roadmap,multiple other statewide policy efforts.

Not currently listed in this section

Code mechanisms to expand RE use
Developed a road map of code updates increasing 
renewables requirements of new construction over time

Strategy 3: Pursue the concept of zero energy districts
Use innovative energy projects to provide heat and power

Strategy 4: Advocate for comprehensive policies at the regional and state level
Influence, partner and support policies to expand renewable energy

Energy Supply and Renewable Energy
Supply a greater percentage of municipal building energy from renewable sources

Strategy 2: Accelerate the installation of renewable energy systems on homes and businesses
Expand incentives and participation in programs

Education and promotion of available financing mechanisms
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Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken

Fleet replacement decisions should consider low 
carbon vehicles

Weigh the cost benefits of shifting to electric vehicles or CNG vehicles when replacing 
or adding vehicles to the town fleet. The Colorado Department of Local Affairs may 
continue to offer grants to offset higher vehicle costs.

Presented Go EV City Opportunity to E-Board and ToC. Initiative will be 
revisited in 2021. Town has ordered a new police cruiser to be a plug-in 
hybrid. https://www.goevcity.org/

Support alternative transportation efforts for staff Offer facilities such as bike lockers, personal lockers and showers for bicycle 
commuters. Allow telecommuting if it makes sense for the job.

The Town used to have a carpool van, but it wasn't being used enough. 
Other efforts could be discussed with staff. 

Continue support and collaboration with RFTA Currently, $0.01 of town sales tax is dedicated to RFTA. Carbondale has signed the 
RFTA IGA and a Carbondale Trustee sits on the RFTA governing board. Has continued - strong relationship with RFTA

Continue to maintain streets and sidewalks to 
provide safe options for all modes of travel

Design and implement street and sidewalk upgrades that include safe bike lanes, wide 
sidewalks, bike parking, and allow adequate turning radii for buses.

The Bike Ped and Trails commission and the Age Frieldy Community 
group is super engaged on this topic and provide recommendations. 
The Town has completed some really important connectivity projects in 
the last 4 years. (Snowmass drive trail, sidewalk along Giannetti 
Park/Village Rd, etc)

Continue to explore and adopt related new 
technology

For example, paving projects could use asphalt and concrete that contains recycled 
material. I don't think anything on this has been done

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken

Continue to promote and expand community bike 
events

Secure consistent funding for the annual Carbondale Bike Week. Promote the full 
moon bike rides and other community bike events. Continue partnering with Garfield 
Clean Energy on Ride Garfield County and its bike and transit promotional campaign.

Especially "robust" bike events were in the works for this year, pre 
Covid, the hope is they will be again for 20201

Sustain biking year-round Start a winter bike commuting campaign and create media coverage of winter bike 
commuters to encourage year-round biking.

There have been winter bike to work days the last several years - 
CLEER and RFTA, can do much more post covid

Maintain Carbondale's “gold” status as a Bike 
Friendly Community

Work with the League of American Cyclists to maintain gold status, and explore 
requirements for upgrading to top-level platinum status at next renewal interval. This is Bike, Ped Trails commission. I think we "leveled' up too. 

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken

Encourage pedestrian mobility and enhance the 
pedestrian experience

The Unified Development Code (Sec. 5.5 Transportation and Connectivity) speaks 
broadly to the pedestrian experience in terms of new developments and 
redevelopments. So much more could be done on this - so much room for acdtion

Promote biking and walking as the preferred form 
of transport to major community events

For community events such as First Fridays, Mountain Fair, Five Point Film Festival and 
others, consider incentives for those who walk or bike. Provide adequate and safe bike 
parking lots.

More and more events precovid were doing this - so much more could 
be done

Promote neighborhood “bike train” leaders to help kids all ride bikes to school safely. 
Discuss options for students to take their bikes to school on the bus so they can bike 
home or to after-school activities.
Restart Bike to School week. This campaign was previously funded with CDOT Safe 
Routes grants. Identifying a new and sustainable funding avenue is key.
Support and partner with the Bonedale Bicycle Project to help the program serve more 
youngsters and adults who need bikes. Explore other community programs that help all 
kids get a bike, such as the Kids on Bikes program in Colorado Springs.
Build a fleet of “public” bikes that can be used by people who commute into
Carbondale for in-town travel. For example, the Third Street Center now has two bikes 
for general use.

Promote electric bikes, cargo bikes and other 
transportation- oriented bikes

Organize a “Multi-Use Bike Show” to bring cargo bikes, pedi-cabs, e-bikes and other 
bikes to Carbondale so people can try them out.

So much more could be done on this topic; goal was to have a bike 
show as part of this summers bike events but canceld due to covid

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken
Ensure that the design for the new City Market fully supports access by foot and 
bicycle, along with safe and convenient bicycle parking. Involve shoppers who walk and 
ride bikes to review the site plan to confirm that getting to and from the store by bike 
and on foot is convenient and pleasant.
Draw good ideas from bike/ped plans being developed elsewhere, such as Aspen's 
bike/ped master plan update.

Upgrade Carbondale's rating and reputation as a 
Bike
Friendly Community

Create a bike share program that can serve key 
first mile and last mile locations.

A bike share program can extend the reach of transit and walking trips. RFTA is helping 
WeCycle expand its public bike share system. Kiosks exist in Aspen, Basalt, El Jebel 
and Willits. WeCycle is interested in expansion into Carbondale.

Adding the Wecycle program is part of the RFTA implemeting projects 
with their bond funds. This has been pushed to 2021 - need to check 
with Dan for an update. 

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken

Actively participate in regional transportation 
demand management (TDM) programs

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) programs were part of the planning for 
RFTA's BRT system. Advocate for strengthening these programs in Carbondale and 
the region.

There used to be a regional effort to encourage TDM - post covid, there 
needs to be another effort to manage transportation growth - needs 
support and committements from local governments

Work with RFTA to improve in-town transit.

Hold a work session with CAP group and Carbondale Trustees to develop a proposal for 
an expanded Carbondale Circulator route to better serve RFTA Park and Ride and 
other locations in town. Aspen's in-town bus routes illustrate efficacy and network scale. 
Include bike share discussion (details above) in this planning.

what is the status of the study and discussions on this?  Is the senior 
group looking into this as well?

Work with Aspen to explore options for expanding its car-share program to
Carbondale. (Car-share programs need economies of scale. Carbondale is too small to 
have its own program.) Offer multiple types of vehicles, including EVs.
As another option, consider a town-owned EV that community residents can reserve.

Encourage workers to use carpooling and transit 
options.

Work with regional partners to strengthen employer outreach to employees to 
encourage carpooling and transit.

Encourage employers to provide telecommuting 
options for workers.

Work with the Chamber and large employers to promote telecommuting examples and 
best practices for local businesses. This might be a whole new easier reality in a post-Covid world! 

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken

Increase EV charging infrastructure

Incorporate EV charging infrastructure into new construction and major remodels. Work 
to install fast charging stations at multiple sites around town. Encourage local gasoline 
fueling stations to install DC fast charging systems. Continue to provide free public EV 
charging at Town Hall.

Collaboration between CLEER, RFTA, HCE, and ToC led to Charge 
Ahead Grant for ToC's first Level III DCFC. Installed May 2020 on 
Cowen Drive. ES: Carbondale has charging stations at CMC, RFTA lot, 
RFSD, City Market and Town Hall. 

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken

Increase awareness of climate advantages of 
alternative fuel and EV vehicles

Easy access to information about options for alt-fuel vehicles and operational 
comparisons will help consumers understand how a vehicle purchase can impact 
greenhouse gas emissions. Include state and federal tax credit incentives.

CLEER organized EV Sales EVent in partnership with 7 dealerships in 
Garfield & Mesa County resulting in 24 EV sales over 3.5 month 
period. Results depressed by effects of COVID-19. Additonally, CLEER 
organized and hosted 5 events to educate consumers on economic, 
environmental, and performance benefits of EVs (3 virtual, 2 in-person). 
Currently working on Statewide EV Awareness Campaign

Continue to adopt and implement green fueling 
options for transit buses, school buses, and 
circulators

Work with RFTA to pursue funding for transit vehicle options such as an electric in-town 
shuttle. Explore developing technologies by using demonstration vehicles.

Worked with RFSD, with consultation on RFTA, to add electric school 
bus to fleet. Helped RFSD secure $300k grant for e-school bus. District 
had to defer grant due to budgetary impacts of COVID-19. 

Tactics Background/Additional Details Updates and Actions Taken
Find partners and developers who are able to create affordable housing near transit 
stops and along bike paths. Locate potential sites and identify incentives, support or 
funding partnerships that could be used.
Community housing requirements are included in the UDC (Sec. 5.11), including 
location preferences and prioritizations, although there are no specific guidelines or 
incentives for developing community housing near transit routes and stops.

Reference UDC guidelines for transit-oriented 
development

The UDC includes guidelines for transportation connectivity in all zone districts (Sec. 
5.5) The Transit zone district is reserved specifically for the Rio Grande corridor. Confer 
with Planning Department to consider adding more inclusive transit oriented 
development guidelines to the UDC.

In general so much more can be done to encourage smart growth -  
there is tremendous need for smart growth strategies and design 
throught out region - codes are critical and also need awareness of 
smart land use design; broader awareness of approaches

Identify and remove barriers to more efficient use 
of land in town

The Carbondale UDC now allows Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs) in all Residential 
Zone Districts and Mixed Use Zone Districts. Some PUDs in Carbondale still prohibit 
ADUs by covenants, which are not regulated by the town government. Update 
restrictions that impede ADUs

As Trustees - Ben B. and ES are reaching out to our neighborhoods to 
change from our PUD to the UDC codes, specifically to legalize ADU's 
in our neighborhoods (among other benefits). 

Increase EV charging infrastructure

Encourage use of alternative fuels and EVs

Strategy 4: Continue progress on land-use/mobility linkages and community design strategies that support biking and walking and reduce the need for driving.
Pursue transit oriented development projects: mitigating additional growth of emissions with future developments

Promote development of affordable housing near 
transit and bike paths.

Town is supporting the Red Hill Lofts projects - an affordable housing 
developing near transit and bike paths. 

Make biking and walking the first choice for transportation

CLEER has held multiple bike to school events/ countywide 
competions through the years - but not this year due to covid, and so 
much more could be done on this topic

see above - this category seems repetitive to above. Maybe we had an 
editing error. ;)

CLEER inquired about how Aspen's program could be replicated 
throughout the region - or expanded - and the numbers at the time did 
not work  - a regional car share program could be re-investigated.

Strategy 3: Continue to accelerate adoption of cleaner vehicles and lower carbon options, including electric vehicles (EVs)

Aaron Taylor's work has really been amazing in addressing this tactic. 

Continue to ensure best practices in bicycle / pedestrian infrastructure

Bike, Ped Trails commission and AGe Friendly communities
Work closely with RFTA on its bicycle-pedestrian planning and support implementation 
to create safe routes for walkers and cyclists to access transit.

Work with the League of American Cyclists to at least maintain gold status, and explore 
requirements for upgrading to top-level platinum status at next renewal interval.

Promote carpooling, transit, and telecommuting

Transportation
Strategy 1: Lead by Example: Invest in low-carbon vehicles, support RFTA, provide safe walking and biking routes
Demonstrate a commitment to low-carbon transportation options

Strategy 2: Accelerate in-town and regional efforts to encourage biking, walking, telecommuting, use of transit and carpooling (Regional Transportation Demand Management)
Grow bike culture by organizing and hosting events, promotions, and campaigns

Partner with schools and parents to promote 
biking and walking by students

Continue to increase bike ownership and access 
to bikes

Continue to identify areas in town where bike and 
pedestrian infrastructure can be improved for 
safety and accessibility

Stay involved with related RFTA planning efforts

Explore options for a regional car-share program 
or service.
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